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ABSTRACT
Three hypotheses were tested: (1) there is no

significant difference between the proportions of higher level
definitions given by the monolingual students and those of.the
bilingual students given in English; (2) there is. no significant
difference between the proportions of higher level definitions given
by the monolingdal students and those of the bilingual students given
in Spanish; and (3) there is no significant difference between the
proportions of higher level definitions givenby bilingual students
i-n Spa ish and intEnglish: Twenty-six bilingua Latino (24 spoke
Spani firgtilanguage and 2 English) and 2'monolingual
students were to defile the following words, taken from the
voca ulary section -cif the revised Stanford Binet intelligence test or
1 ht modifications :TS these: orange, envelope, puddle, eyelash,
ss, lecture, hurry, peculiarity, rule, tolerate, and burn. The

Spa ish language list was compiled by back translation. Correct
resp nses were catego4zed according to: (1) definitions stressing
the w. dos function, description location, or origin (signifying,
lesser inguistic development) and (2) synonym and synonym modified
definiti ns (indicative of more mature or qualitatively higher
language evelopment) . Both ,the first and Secon4 hypotheses were ,

rejected; he differences favored the monolingual group. Since no
significant difference was found, the third hypothesis was retained.
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QUALITATIVE,/ `LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES
v/

hil.e-it is apparent .that mahy_factors-c rfbute to this
, ' ,

_,-

educational deficit, an examin ion 9.f tiv language diffe nces

ween majority students and -a ino siuden ,s can pro a the ucator'

with valuable clues which may help to expl in the disparit That is,.

since the nature of School studies chang% s during the secondary sears

in ,a a qualitative_sem-§e, the studeAkr.:07 .experience a similar growt
--

/ ,-

in intellectual and lingui.stic'Al: v :went in order to 'achleve at

normally'expected levels,7 . \ 0 I

At the secondary level, Stu lel. draw away from the sty
_-*--e"°-

direct personal' experiences from single ins,ttnc
_
d---1aies:

and begin to, eilipize how 4jeces a --s.--.-----be grouped and how,...,-.---
_---

these groups relge.to each Thus, 4ends---
,- -

upon the student's ability to..conceptu operations

on abstractions. .,

.- -

..-
--- Normally,.this presents no_par ular pro lem to The-stude

--/since his intellectual growth andqualitati e li 'uistic de lopment
. c1°'

gives him the tools to handle these chap es. It is not e ear wh
.

er
/ A

f

the intellectual growth promotes the attainment of a more soph.

,language pr thether the reverse is the case. Dewey, f'or example,

says ":...without words as vehicles...no cumulative growth of intelli-

gence would occur." 1933). Oh/the other hand, Plage.t.--stli.
,--- vs-

reverse to be the case.

Does.the absence
relations_pteve
itself, or doe
and collabor
verbal forms
,collaborate

In either. case, the

.J. analyzing the quil

1) Earlier studies, also using the responses to vocabulary lists,

'have established qualitative changes in.language as a function of age.
, ."

(Reichard and/Rapaport,. 1943; Feifel and Lorge., 195e; and Kruglov,,

1953). Tfies,e studies nated that with maturity the/youngSter less

often defAnes a word in terms pf its concrete, and particularistic

quralities and more often clef/nes it in'abtracit and conceptual*ways.

f verbal forms express'.! logic l-
genuine argument manifes.

the absence o e desire to:8.r ue )

a e explain Iate.appearance of these
9...tive- -ssence of the desire to argue and
is=tbiously the initial factor. (1926)

.

e essential developments an onitora by

tative changes in languaeds.

0- ' .

3.
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.---

Specifically the younger child u ally defined the word in'term_of
,-

its origin (puddle: "ighen'it rains ) , description 10e1OkI:Its
,

made. outs of ,per and has glue, on it "), location , la§ its over
-----2

your eye") or function (orange: "yo at it").. TN old moNe mature

youngster will use synonym and syfn modifie
4
finit (dress:

=f--

"clothing" or "d4othing a woman iii rs").
. / 4

This study compared suc)i quilitative language development of a

group...of bilingual youngsters with that of a group of their mohblingual

age tes jically, two 1)11)ot'heses of no differences were tested:

1. There is no significant difference between the proportions
of higher level definitions givep/*r the monolingual
students and those of the bilingual students given in
English.

2. There is no significant diifVrence
of higher lgvel definitions, given b
studentS and thWse of the bilingu
Spanish.

Rejecting either nul

would suggest, then,

intellectual and 1.

such Latino student

hypothesis in

that-serious

guistic comp

into file , ducat

,

ween.the proportions
the monolingual

students given in

r of the monolingual group

edial measures involving both

is need be inaugurated to bring

ional mainstream. A rejection in

ly suggest that other factors;

ay. have Ore influence in

rational attainments of Latinos

favor of theLatinb gropp would .strop

such as economic and'tocial factors,

producing the disparity' between the ed

and members o the ,majority group.

Ip -addi , a third hypothesis was tested:'

,3. There no Significant difference between the proportions
of h r level definitions given by bilingual students
in S ish and in English.,

Here was an pportunity to provide some evidence as to the relative

language development of bilinguals. It has been argued that using

Spanish in bilingual classrobms as a means of promoting cultural

pride will result in loss of learning. It has been suggested that

English soon Wtstrips Spanish as a language of learning and hence,

should remain ehicle of instruction, especially at the secondary

level. Retention o the null hypothesis will support the use of

Spanish in bilingual classrooms.
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Population. All f the students were enrolled in a large urban

high chool located im working class neighborhood. The 42 mono-

lingual students (25F,' 17M),averaged'16.7 years of age. All but

five were classified as working class (upper - lower) based upon the .

occupation of the head of household and the location of the residence.

Theother five classified as lower middle class.

The 26 Latine'studenti (14F,.12M) were all classified as working

class. Ibpi,,..iroup averaged 16.3 years of age'. Twenty-four of these

students spoke Spanish as a first language and.two English.

Instrumentation. The vocabulary list consisted, of words taken

from the vocabulary section of the revised Stanford Binet intelligence

test or slight modifications of these words. These words have been

previously studied by .Greer (1931) and descriptions of responses

characterizing varying levels of maturity were therefore avakfable.

The Spanish language liit was ciled by back translation.

The words and their local Spanigh language equivalents were orange,

naranja; envelope, sobre; puddle, charco; eyelash, pestalia; dress,
6

ve.stido; lecture, conferencia; hurry, .abanzar; peculiarity, peculia'idad;

fitreTregla; tolerate,.tolerar; and burn, quemar.

Procedures. Each English speaking student was asked to define

each of the words on the list. A 'standard introduction was used in

each of the interviews. The responses were recorded word fop word:

For the bilingual group,.each student was, presented with two word

lists, one after the other. The interview used English and Spanish

respectively according to the particular list under consideration.

The order of presentation of the 'lists was alternated from student

to student-to compensate for the pOssible effects of learning. The

responses were then classified following procedures used by Gieen.

Only correct 'responses were used.

The definitions stressing the function, description, location

or origin of the word, were sorted into CategoryI1-, the class

signifiying lesser linguistic development. The synonym and synonym

modified definitions were 'sorted into Category I, the class.Adicative

of more mature or qualitatively higher language development.
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This process made possible the calculation of proportions of _

Category I responses (number of Category I responses/total number of

correct responsA) for the monolingual group, for the.bilingual group

responding in Englilth and 'for the bilingual group responding in

Spanish. The proportions were then compared in order to test the

three hypotheses. Z ratios were calculatedsiollong procedures

outlined by Ferguson (1966).

Results. The proportidns of Class I responses. for the groups

are given in Table I.

TABL- E I. Proportion of Qualitatively Higher
Responses for Monolinguals and Bilinguals

Responses Monolinguals Bilinguals,
(Sp

Bilinguals
(Eng)

Category I

.

.

333 116 .124

.

Category II
.

.

81 F 96 95

.

.

Proportion
Category I-

.

.804 _ .574 .566"

Three tests for significance were made. In the first, the

difference between the proportions of Category I responses for the

monolingual group and the bilingual group responding in English was

found to be highly significant (z=12.0, significant at the .01

level). The first hypothesis was rejected and the difference was

in favor of the monolingual group.

. -The second test measured' the difference .between the same.

proportions, but for the monolingual group and the bilingual grodp

responding in Spanish, Again, the difference was highly significant

and the second null' hypothesis was rejected (,z=11.4, significant

at the .01 level). Here too, the difference f'avored the monolingual

group.
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`The third test measured the.xlifference be een the proportions

of Category I responses for the bilingual oup's English and Spanish

respodses. The test showed no signific t diffeiehce and the,third

)
null hypothesis was retai ed (z=.04 .S.).

Discussion. The re ention f the third hypothesis tends to .

support the,pse of Spanish a vehicle of instruction at the secondary

leyel for sigh students. Whatever affective behefits which may accrue

would not be attaine at the expehse- of a loss in the potential to

learn as measured y the qualitative development of, language.

, Neverthel ss, the most significant finding concerns the wide

disparity be ween the monolinguals and the bilinguals in their tendency

to use abstract and conceptual language. Without a large infusion of

remedial work emphasizing, perhaps, a wider range of concrete experiences,

<increased instruction in abstract operations such as grouping and

generalizin,g4- as well as work in language training such as vocabulary

development, the Spanish-Ehglish bilingual student cannot be expected

to compete equally with his Anglo classmates. In later years, these

,same differenc,es will preclude the effective competition of the Latino

with the monolngual English speaker in the abstract world of business

and the professions.

o
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